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little acorn creations
handmade accessories for heart & home

This email landed in your inbox because you signed up at
littleacorncreations.com or a friend forwarded it to you. I hope you
enjoy it, but if  you'd like to leave, simply unsubscribe .

03 August 2021

Hello ,

At the start of each month, I write about a topic that's been on my mind, share
patterns and items available for purchase, links I've found interesting, and a
summary of recent blog posts. And because I know what everyone really cares
about, a cat photo or two.

On my mind

August, the most challenging month for my creativity. I struggle between trying
to get ahead on autumn and winter projects and wanting to spend every
moment outside working in the garden. I'll keep this short.

I'm trying to f inish a few designs that that focus on enjoyment of working knit
and crochet stitches, without stressing over careful following of instructions for
a specif ic size or shape. These are the type of projects I enjoy while listening to
audiobooks or watching TV. I don't have release dates scheduled yet, but I hope
soon.

As you look around the site, you'll see new items in the shop and blog posts that
support what you f ind there. This is an ongoing  process and I thank you for
your patience.

I hoped to have some cat toys up, however Dot stole some and she's taken to
lurking hoping for more. I have to get creative to hide these from her!

From the Shop
As you look around my website, you'll f ind a slowly growing collection of not only
PDF patterns, but also tools, handspun, with more coming soon. 
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Ayrton (PDF Pattern)

$6

Shop now

Northern Lights Wrap (PDF
Pattern)

$6

Shop now

ChiaoGoo Bamboo Circular
Knitting Needles

$7.50

Shop now

Potted Sage Superwash BFL
Handspun

$84

Shop now

This has been in the works for several years and it's time to get the inventory
out of my studio so I can have space for making new things. I ship most items
via USPS Priority mail and if  you spend $100 or more you can unlock free
shipping!

Link Break
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Taking breaks allows your brain to rest and avoid mental fatigue! Normally I post
a few links here to help you pause and reflect. However I've been taking breaks
away from the computer and don't have any interesting links. Here are a few
ideas of things to do instead of clicking another link and staring at a screen:

Create something outside your normal creative outlets: scribble a terrible
poem, fold origami, create a friendship bracelet.

Play with your pet. If  you don't have one of your own, contact your local
rescue group to see if  they're accepting new volunteers for walking dogs
or fostering. The pandemic has made this challenging, please check with
them first before showing up at the door and offering to help.

Take a walk, unless conditions, such as air quality, make it dangerous.

Read a book! Yes, even if  you're reading it on a digital device. I love my e-
reader and like to sit on a bench in my backyard and read.

From the Notebook Archive

I publish a new blog post every other Friday. Here are a few recent posts:

Progress on Experiments and Play
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Caring for Handspun

I’m often asked how I care for my
handspun. I confess I’m perplexed by
the question; however, I understand
it. Handspun can feel more precious
and special than a commercially
spun yarn. I care for it the same way
I do all yarn and f iber; this post
shares how I store, wash, and wind
my handspun yarn.

Read more

In Progress (02 July 2021)

Since May we’ve been dealing with
several family medical issues behind
the scenes. Yesterday, Shadow’s
surgery for sarcoma was successful.
He’s now home and resting, when
he’s not removing his cone and
trying to escape from his recovery
space. It’s been a lot at once and
impacted my progress on
everything. Please be patient! 

Read more

My experiments in natural dyes and inks are progressing slower than I expected.
It’s ok, I’m learning at every step. There have been a few unexpected yet
welcome turns as I play with the entire process. The lessons have slowly helped
me f igure out how to approach these two projects using the same materials:
cause f ibers to change color and create ink.

Read more

Content Cat

Shadow had his f irst chemo treatment yesterday. His oncologist is pleased with
how he's doing so far. 
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441 Central Park Ave #42 You are receiving this email because you

Thank you for reading. I hope you found this newsletter useful. If  you think
someone else would f ind it helpful, please consider forwarding it. If  this is your
f irst time reading the newsletter, welcome. You can read previous issues and
subscribe here. 

Finally, if  you need to venture outside, please do so safely. Sign up to be
vaccinated as soon as you're able -- and get both doses if  applicable.
Continue be mindful and follow local guidance about wearing a mask (cover
your nose), social distancing, and wash your hands.

/penny

little acorn creations
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